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In the last years we have assisted to an evolution of the technologies involved
in the creation of digital 3D models. While this phenomenon has been deeply
developed into an industrial context, another important consequence is the
application of CGI technologies to the restoration, preservation and visualiza-
tion of Cultural Heritage (CH). The more direct aspect of this technological
improvement is the possibility to create 3D models of CH artefacts without
any size constraint, in fact digitized 3D meshes could be a representation of
either a smallest ring or of an entire city. The range of such technological
improvement, which could be compared to the introduction of photography
in archaeology in the late 19th century, is strongly connected to the cur-
rent state of the art concerning the used hardware and software instruments.
In fact, in case of 3D scanning, the necessity of low-cost scanning devices
and cheap 3D acquisition methods has a crucial influence concerning both
the spread of such technology and the availability of high resolution mod-
els. On the other hand, since most of CH users (like museum curators or
art historians) are not skilled enough in managing 3D graphics technology,
the introduction of these new technologies in the context of CH has been
difficult. The most direct issue has been the switch from a two dimensional
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visualization (based on photos or drawings) to a 3D immersive environment.
Another issue has been the availability of tools with a flexible and usable GUI
for reconstruction and virtual interaction with digital 3D models. Anyway,
until now, the use of 3D graphics in the CH context was mainly limited by
the cost of the acquisition devices, the complexity of the processing phase
and the lack of specific killer applications.
The study of artworks through 3D digital models provides many very im-
portant advantages; an example is the independence from time and space
constraints, which allows scholars to have a wider knowledge due to the avail-
ability of enhanced searching engine over digital libraries, interactive visual
analysis, flexible tools for shape comparisons and improved shape reasoning
capabilities. In fact virtual models provide the opportunity to the scholars to
study artworks physically located far away and without any time and space
constraints, such as the operating hours of a museum. Several examples of
such interactions are met in a web-based environment which provides the in-
tegration between different media and the availability of reliable, searchable
metadata and provenance [17]. An example of a real web-based project which
integrates textural descriptions, high-resolution images, and high-detail 3D
models is the CENOBIUM project (Cultural Electronic Network Online:
Binding up Interoperable Usable Multimedia (http://cenobium.isti.cnr.it)).
The goal of this project is to support the study of the Romanesque cloister
capitals situated in the Mediterranean region.
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Figure 1.1: Figure taken from [4] which shows the CENOBIUM Web page.
To fulfil this objective, the project organizes all the information regarding
a capital (including also its 3D model) on a single page which can be navi-
gated interactively, as shown in figure 1.1. On this site the user is then able
to visually compare both 3D models and images, by selecting them during
navigation. Those selected items can then be also downloaded on the user’s
PC by using the LightTable tool (figure 1.2). This provides to the user the
possibility to inspect all the information simultaneously.
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Figure 1.2: Figure taken from [4] which shows the LightTable comparison
tool which allows to inspect the available information of a selected capital.
Another project focused on interactive inspection, which is oriented to in-
experienced users, is the Visual Inspector. Such project tries to fulfil the
necessity of the user to follow his specific interest while choosing the explo-
ration path. It gives also the additional possibility to choose the duration
of the visualization session on the base of the specific insight experience and
needs [4]. The main advantage of Visual Inspector is to allow the user to in-
spect a very dense 3D model at interactive frame rates on off-the-shelf PCs,
presenting both the 3D model and all the related multimedia data linked
to selected points on model’s surface. Its focus is to provide a very easy
and natural interaction approach, based on a straightforward point and click
metaphor [4]. Visual Inspector has been used in several presentations such
as the Arrigo VII kiosk, which is on show since the end of 2004 at the Museo
Opera Primaziale Pisana (figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Figure taken from [4] showing the interface of Visual Inspector.
Another interesting application of CG in the CH field has been inspired by
the industrial context and is called rapid-prototyping. Rapid-prototyping al-
lows to create accurate reproductions of an object starting from the digital
3D model [4]. After that a 3D model of an object has been acquired, the
printing device produces automatically a precise physical copy which can be
composed by several solid materials (note that this process could produce
either complete copies of the involved object or a representation of a single
part).
Such technology could then be utilized in many important situations con-
cerning the CH context such as:
Temporary or permanent replacement of originals. This may occur when
there is a need to replace the original artefacts with a copy due to sev-
eral reasons (for example the necessity to preserve the originals because
of their fragility, or the replacement of objects which were lent for ex-
ternal exhibitions).
Reconstruction and colouring hypotheses. An accurate copy of the ob-
ject can be very useful if the restorers want to experiment and propose
hypotheses about the original shape of missing parts, or about the
original colors of polychromatic statues or decorations [4].
Wide scale accurate physical copies. A more commercial application is
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the possibility to obtain accurate small scale copies of an artefact, for
commercial purposes [4].
An example of the application of rapid-prototyping is the reproduction of
a marble head of Mecenate hosted in the Archaeological Museum of Arezzo
(Italy), which was performed by CNR-ISTI and commissioned by the German
Ministry of Research. The initial scanning of the artefact was performed by
using a laser triangulation scanner, so that an extremely accurate model was
produced. Then the 3D model was used as input to drive the carving path of a
CNC drilling system. Such machine then sculpted a marble block with great
accuracy and repeatability. After a final manual intervention for carving
finer details and polishing the surface, a very detailed 3D reproduction of
the original artefact was obtained [4]. The visual representation of such
process is presented in figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4: Figure taken from [4] showing for each image respectively the
original artefact, the 3D model obtained using laser triangulation, the pro-
totyping machine in action, the reproduction during an intermediate stage
and the final results.
A further application of CG to support archaeology is the the use of digital
technology to extract a virtual representation of an entire excavation site.
Since archaeology has relied so far on digital representations of 2D or 2.5D
spaces (which are an immediate derivation of the usual map-based repre-
sentation) very few projects are, at the moment, involved in furnishing 3D
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documentation of the excavation and its findings. Anyway because of the
flexibility of use in all environments and the diffuse availability of cheap in-
struments and software (such as a normal digital camera and open source free
solutions like the MeshLab tool[2]), on-site documentation of excavations is
an ideal application domain for new 3D sampling solutions [17]. Such tech-
nologies allow the archaeologists to continuously acquire the progress the
entire site day by day, for the whole period of the excavation process, regis-
tering, for example, possible relocations of findings to their proper locations.
Such process can then be recorded in its full information space: 3D plus color
plus time, since the same reference space can contemporaneously record all
the acquired 3D models an its photographic detail. Finally all the data which
have been recorded during the excavations could be integrated over a general
3D model. An example of representation of an excavation site using the aid
of CG is shown in figure 1.5 where we can see the state of the site in four
different moments.
Figure 1.5: Figure taken from [17]. The evolution of an excavation site have
been recorded using the aid of CG.
By the way, the most common application of CG to the CH context has been
the virtual reconstruction, i.e. the reconstruction of 3D models starting from
an external knowledge such as photographies found on the internet; then the
purpose of such technologies is not limited to produce visual representations,
but allows the experimentation and assessment of different reconstruction hy-
potheses [17]. Virtual Reconstruction provides the fascinating opportunity
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to reconstruct artefacts that no longer exist; indeed by using the available
historical material such as photographs, maps, drawing, and expert knowl-
edge the restorer can make several hypothesis on the original shape of a given
object. For example the model of Great Buddha of Bamiyan, destroyed by
Talebans in 2001, was virtually reconstructed by using an application of such
technologies, relying on a set of images which were partly found in Web repos-
itories (figure 1.6 shows in the first row the images used to reconstruct the
original model, presented in the second row).
Excluding the reconstruction of missing artworks, another field of application
of virtual reconstruction is the reassembly of fragmented artworks starting
from a digitization of its pieces. An example of such application has been
performed on the Madonna of Pietranico. This 15th century statue, made of
painted terracotta, was severely damaged during the last earthquake which
stroke the centre of Italy and in particular the city of L’Aquila. In this case,
the goal was to use 3D models to actively aid the work by allowing curators
and restorers to virtually test hypotheses and rehearse scenarios for reassem-
bly. After scanning each fragment, then the ISTI-CNR team performed the
virtual reconstruction keeping the CH experts in the loop. In fact, they asked
restorers to show them all the matches they had identified in the first anal-
ysis phase (based on the fragments’ shape, decoration, finish). Then, they
validated the matching pairs proposed by restorers, identified some other
matches induced by the initial ones, and communicated those new join hy-
potheses. Figure 1.7 shows the condition of this artefact before and after the
earthquake, while figure 1.8 shows it after the digital reconstruction.
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Figure 1.6: In the first row are presented the photos used to reconstruct the
model of the original Buddha of Bamiyan [4]. The virtually reconstructed
3D model is shown in the second row.
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Figure 1.7: the Madonna of Pietrainco before and after the earthquake [17].
Figure 1.8: Images showing the Madonna of Pietranico after the digital re-
construction [17].
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1.1 Motivation
Reconstructing fragmented objects is one of the more occurring problems in
an archaeologist’s or restorer’s work. Usually ancient artefacts have been
inevitably eroded, fragmented, and broken apart by human or natural inter-
vention. The reconstruction process physically performed by archaeologists
or restores consists in three stages which are: visual fragment analysis, de-
vising matching hypotheses, and reattachment of adjoining pieces. We refer
to this approach as the Classical Approach.
Each reconnection phase presents several issues which are strictly related to
the difficulty of the manual work, considering that the matching process of
the pieces is executed by manually checking each matching pair. Finally, the
archaeologist proceeds by gluing or fixing them using specific support struc-
tures, minimizing the fixing errors, (such classical approach will be exposed
more deeply in section 2.1).
Obviously, there is a need of improvement of the classical approach. For
this reason several computer-aided methods have then be implemented by
the CGI community in order to avoid all the practical problems related to
the manual reconstruction of fragmented objects. Such methods (which are
the subject of section 2.2) generally provide very useful functionalities fo-
cused on making the archaeologist’s work easier; in fact all the CGI oriented
approaches work on the digitized representation of the fragmented objects
instead of the real ones. Pieces are usually stored inside databases that can
be accessed by every one, without any time or spatial constraints. Then, for
example, a restorer could use models of pieces whose relative original copy is
stored in a museum in another nation, when it is closed.
Computer aided methods can be divided into Automatic Approaches and
Semi-Assisted Approaches. Automatic methods essentially act as black boxes.
They are more suitable in reconstructing objects which have all of their pieces
disposable and with very clear and matching break features.
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Semi-assisted methods, instead, work in all the cases where the experience of
the user is needed. For example, the user suggests the matching candidates
of a given piece, or he could perform a further adjust to an automatically
calculated solution. Semi-assisted methods present an approach which is on
one hand inspired by the classic approach, but the other hand does not have
any of the issues related to the manual reassembly. Indeed a possible recon-
struction could be simulated easily without damaging any of the potentially
fragile pieces.
The method that we are going to expose can be placed into the set of the
semi-assisted approaches since it provides a reconstruction process which is
strongly focused on the user interaction; this aspect is what mainly distin-
guishes our work from the current state of the art.
1.2 Contribution
We propose a semi-assisted method of virtual reconstruction focused on the
user interaction. The difference of our approach with respect to the other
proposed is the fact that, while the majority of the current semi-assisted
methods have an automatic first stage which computes an initial partial
solution, we would to provide to the user enough degree of freedom to use
his experience in an interactive way. The aim of this tool is then to create
a complete semi-assisted platform for virtual reconstruction; such platform
starts with the acquisition of the involved pieces (by using a high quality laser
scanning system) then, using the MeshLab tool[2], it is possible to process
the raw data and to reconstruct a triangular mesh for each piece. Finally,
after all the pieces are acquired, the user, through our tool, may virtually
reconstruct the complete object. Note that, because of the interactive design
of our method, the interface assumes a central role inside our tool and it is
designed to give to the user as much freedom as possible (figure 1.11 shows
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a screen-shot of our tool’s interface).
Another contribution is the possibility to work hierarchically. This is also
takes inspiration from the classical approach. After that two or more objects
have been assembled, the user may group them in order to form a new rigid
object. Such object will be considered by the system as a single one. This
new feature implies that the assembling procedure can be modelled as a tree
which has fragments at the leaves, groups as intermediate nodes and the
reconstructed object as root. An example of the system’s structure is shown







Figure 1.9: Example of the tree structure of the system. The original object
(the root) is formed by the fragment 2 and the group 1. Group 1 consists
then of three fragments (the leaves a, b and c).
Here is an overview of our reconstruction process: the user can specify some
couples of matching points, namely constraints, between different tree-nodes;
then, after the user presses the button ”Solve”, the system produces a rigid
transformation for each connected entity in order to make them match cor-
rectly. In order to connect other pieces or to refine the current solution with
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new constraints, such process can be repeated until the object is fully recon-
structed or the user is satisfied about the final result. Note that the user
could decide to split all the groups in order to make the system minimize
all the constraints simultaneously. This would provide a more precise solu-
tion, which, instead of the other approaches that match pieces only pairwise,
would involve a global constraint minimization.
Furthermore we implemented some new tools to verify the accuracy of the
solution in terms of interpenetration detection and residual distance visual-
ization.
In order to visualize the intersection between two matching pieces, we color
the intersecting faces of red; this process had been implemented following
the depth-peeling approach [5].
The residual distance between two points of a constraint c instead is visu-
alised by varying the color of c in its rendering procedure and by showing it
in the interface.
An example of our process working is shown in figure 1.10; in fact we can see
firstly two separate pieces which are connected by four constraints, then the
resulting configuration after constraint are solved.
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Figure 1.10: Images showing an example of our tool working. Two pieces
connected with each other by four constraints are shown in the first two
pictures; the result of the minimization of such constraints is shown in the
last picture.
Note that the solution is produced in real time during the matching process
and elaborated accordingly to the user-specified constraints. In addition, due
to its strongly user oriented approach, our system is suitable also in case of
missing or very eroded pieces.
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Figure 1.11: Screen-shot of the interface of our tool
1.2.1 Outline of the Thesis
The following chapters will then be focused on:
The State Of The Art. Chapter 2 will contain the exposition of the cur-
rent state of the art of the reconstruction process;
The Scenario. Chapter 3 will give a description of the scenario of our work,
i.e. all the theoretical aspects behind our reconstruction method;
The Interface. In Chapter 4 we will show and explain the user-interface of
our tool;
Results. Finally in Chapter 5 we will show the results of our tool applied
on two real cases: the Madonna of Pietranico and the Fountain.
Chapter 2
State of The Art
In the following sections we will give some information about the current
state of the art concerning the reconstruction of fragmented objects.
The first approach that will be examined will be the the classical one, i.e.
the one currently performed by restorers or archaeologists. This kind of re-
construction method involves mostly a direct manual work and the use of old
technologies such as photography. Some determining aspects concerning the
access to this kind of approaches will be pointed out to be very restrictive;
for example the possible high number of fragments or their deterioration due
to their direct manipulation.
Subsequently, we will illustrate the Computer Aided Methods, i.e. the ap-
proaches that have been proposed by the CGI community in order to solve
the problem of Virtual Reconstruction. Virtual Reconstruction, previously
exposed in chapter 1, can be defined as the reassembly fragmented CH arte-
facts by using methods centred on computational aid. Those methods rely
on 3D meshes of digitized fragments and thus provide several advantages in
respect of the classical approach, i.e.:
• the easily way in which a computerized system can handle a potential
17
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high number of pieces;
• the complete and direct access for everyone to their 3D digitized models;
• the possibility to provide a virtual reconstructed model of an object
which has its fragments located in different geographical locations;
• the handling of virtual models avoids the risk of ruining fragile frag-
ments.
Computer Aided methods can be classified as into Automatic Methods and
Semi-Assisted Methods. Automatic methods can be considered as a black
box which receives as input the 3D digitized meshes and automatically pro-
vides the virtual model of the reassembled object. All those methods then
have in common some main structural problems to be solved: identifying the
broken faces, finding a pairwise matching for each piece and optimizing the
resulting solution considering the general overview. While the main advan-
tage of those methods is that they are completely automatic, on the other
hand they are strongly based on the features of the fractured faces. Then
they could find some difficulties in reconstructing objects which have missing
or eroded pieces.
Instead Semi-Assisted methods put the user into the reconstruction loop let-
ting him take decision which can influence the final result. In fact, in some
cases, the user could suggest to the system possible matchings or give precise
constraints to influence the reconstruction process. Anyway, an important
part of this approach remains automatic.
2.1 The Classical Approach
With the term ”classical approach” we refer to all the methods focused on
reconstruction of fragmented objects which do not involve the usage of CGI.
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Generally, those methods are the methods that are adopted by CH scholars,
archaeologist and restorers. In order to give a clear view of those methods,
we will use as example the reconstruction of ceramic pots. Those vessels are
generally considered to be the most important source of information from
which archaeologist can identify which society existed in a given site.
Usually the reconstruction process of fragmented pots starts directly from
field excavations where all the fragments discovered are meticulously cata-
logued. Such stage is executed in order to establish typological and chrono-
logical sequences of vessel types that have been developing during the course
of a field’s occupation [20]. The cataloguing is then performed by examin-
ing some precise characteristic features relative to indicative sherds (such as
the neck, the base fragments and the decorated pieces) which provide to the
archaeologists several hypothesis concerning the shape and the type of the
examined vessel. These features could be identified as human or naturally
imposed patterns, which could be, for example, the state of the color of a
certain set of pieces. Note that in this phase also every piece is examined
since it could give additional information about the style of a certain site or
a certain period. Even if the first stage of classification is performed directly
on site, the examination of the most significant shreds is performed off-site
(an example of that is shown in figure 2.2).
As such information rely heavily on the completeness and the consumption
state of the examined vessel, we must point out that archaeologists rarely
find perfectly conserved sherds, more often they find just sparse fragments
of a given artefact. This first stage of reconstruction can be very time con-
suming if we also consider that the number of pieces could be extremely high
(like in figure 2.1). Moreover in this stage misleading information caused by
a potential cataloguing error given to the researchers could rise in the case
of large vessels.
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Figure 2.1: Figure taken from [20] showing the high number of sherds of
ceramic pots which are present in an excavation field.
Figure 2.2: Figure taken from [20] showing how the sherds with high archae-
ological relevance are classified off-site. In addition we can see that also a
first attempt of reconstruction is performed.
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After cataloguing all the sherds, the archaeologists proceed by physically
matching pairs of pieces choosing them among a set of possible candidates
(which are identified to be parts of the same original object during the cata-
loguing phase). Note that the difficulties of this stage decreases proportion-
ally to the state of reconstruction. In fact partially reconstructed vessels can
provide more information to identify the further matching candidate, since
they give to the archaeologist a more global view about the type, exact shape
and size of the original object; an example of that is shown in figure 2.3 where
it is shown a partially reconstructed vessel which gives precise information
about its original volume and shape.
Figure 2.3: Figure taken from [20] showing a partially reconstructed vessel.
Every feature among shreds is then determinant for reconstruction of the
original object. For example, in case of epigraphies, a scholar may consider
also the the text present as a crucial indicator about the original inscription,
and then thus the global shape of the pot.
The classic approach presents several lacks which could be fixed by using the
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computer aid. They can be grouped in four sets:
• Time:
– The high amount of time, usually many hours, needed by a human
to catalogue all the possible countless fragments.
– The high amount of time needed by the archaeologist to make
precise measurements on fragments and reconstructed objects.
• Mechanical/Physical:
– The fragility of some fragments would lead to their deterioration
during the manual reconstruction stage.
– The high dimension or the material of some archaeological finds
implies the necessity of further instruments to handle them such
as cranes if they are too heavy.
• Space:
– The impossibility to completely reconstruct objects which have
their fragments placed in different geographical sites, for example
different museums.
– Only few scholars have access to the shreds.
– The high number of pieces implies the necessity to have a big space
to store them.
• Reversibility:
– If the archaeologist discovers a mistake into the reconstruction of
an object, it is time consuming to disassemble it in order to rebuild
it properly.
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2.2 Computer Aided Methods
Computer aided methods have been implemented to provide several improve-
ments with respect to the classical approach exposed in 2.1. In fact as they
work completely on digitized meshes, they set the reconstruction process free
from the physical constraints of the manual approach.
Automatic approaches can be very efficient in terms of time and more effec-
tive in executing precise mensurations, in order to find compatible geometri-
cal features between pieces for the matching phase. Semi-assisted methods,
instead, can be very effective in order to exploit the user’s knowledge in the
reconstruction loop, as systems can be helped very significantly by the user
interaction (more precise explanations will be given in section 2.2.2). The
user then will be able to easily handle models of potentially huge shreds
without any space and weight constraint.
An important feature provided by computer aided approaches is the possibil-
ity to reassemble artefacts composed of destroyed pieces (due to the human
or natural intervention) that were previously digitally scanned. If in this
case a digital model of a missing piece could not be disposable, then also a
prototyping process could be implemented in order to provide some plausible
hypothesis about their shape, color and material.
2.2.1 Automatic Methods
Automatic methods aim to provide the final position for each piece by iden-
tifying similar regions between different pieces. Hence, the crucial step is to
provide a robust, yet expressively, powerful shape descriptor that allows to
identify particulars coming from different fractured region, in order to as-
sociate one to the other. Such shape descriptor should be based on a local
geometric neighbourhoods characterization which is invariant to rotation and
translation.
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The following section will provide an accurate description of the automatic
methods for automatic reassembling of fractured objects, that has been pro-
posed in literature:
Reassembling Fractured Objects by Geometric Matching[9] This
method consists in a reconstruction pipeline formed by a segmentation
algorithm for identifying potential fracture surfaces, by a feature-based
robust global registration for pairwise matching of fragments, and by a
simultaneous constrained local registration of multiple fragments.
Multi-Feature Matching of Fresco Fragments [19] This method is a
multiple-feature approach for determining matches between small frag-
ments of archaeological artefacts such as Bronze-Age and Roman fres-
coes. The authors introduce a set of feature descriptors that are based
on not only color and shape, but also normal maps.
Archaeological Fragment Reconstruction Using Curve-Matching [10]
This method is developed in two stages. In the first stages they com-
pare every pair of fragments and use partial curve matching to find
similar portions of their respective boundaries. In the second stage
they search for a globally optimal arrangement which is based on a
best-first strategy to attach fragments with the highest pairwise affin-
ity.
Reassembling Fractured Objects by Geometric Matching
The algorithm exposed in [9] takes as input a set of point cloud surfaces
representing the pieces of the fracture objects and, as shown in the figure
2.4, is divided in four main steps:
Data segmentation Fragments are divided into a set of faces bounded by
sharp curves. Such faces are classified into ”belonging to original sur-
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Figure 2.4: Overview of reassembling fracture objects algorithm from [9]
face” or ”fractured surfaces”.
More precisely, firstly the edges are identified by considering regions
with high curvature (which are part of long closed cycles). Then two
factors are associated to each edge, namely surface roughness and sur-
face sharpness.
Using roughness and sharpness it is then possible to classify between
fractured surfaces (with higher roughness) and faces belonging to the
original surface (with lower roughness).
Feature Selection In order to match fracture faces pairwise, for all fracture
faces a new type of surface features called feature cluster is computed:
e.g. a cluster of points which has a similar descriptor (roughness and
sharpness).
Pairwise Matching Selected features are used to match fragments pair-
wise. Given two fracture faces S and T, the system tries to find a valid
mapping of feature clusters from S to T. Since, this step must produce
a consistent rigid transformation between S and T, then it is possible
to identify and then prune correspondences that violate this condition.
After this step is possible to gather the rigid transformation that min-
imize the squared distance between points mapped from S to T and
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vice versa.
Multi Piece Matching As the pairwise matching can produce errors which
accumulates incrementally, a global optimization is necessary in the
last step in order to take in consideration of avoiding interpenetration
between different pieces.
This algorithm can be reiterated in an incremental manner to match a given
fragment to a set of fragments that has been already assembled as show in
figure 2.6. This reduces the set of possible matching allowing for a faster
convergence to the final solution.
Figure 2.5: Feature selection and representation from [9]
Figure 2.6: The last fragment is more easily reassembled after the reassem-
bling of the previous ones
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Multi-Feature Matching of Fresco Fragments
The automatic method, proposed by [19], uses a multiple-feature approach to
find matches between small fragments of ancient artefacts such as frescoes.
Starting from a set of images and normal vectors tangent to the surface
taken from scanned fragments, this algorithm is organized as a pipeline.
For each stage it computes additional information in order to instruct a
final reconstruction step. The first three step of such pipeline computes
respectively three classes of feature descriptors which are:
Per-fragment features. They are computed once for each fragment and
provide information which involve them globally. Generally speaking,
features belonging to this class quantify the compatibilities between
couples of fragments in terms of color (similar deterioration of pigments
between adjacent fragments) and normals (i.e. detection of distinctive
shapes, like brush strokes) on the front surfaces of potential matching
fragments.
Per-patch features. They are computed over small regions sampled around
the boundary of fragments. They are considered more discrimina-
tive than the per-fragment features, since they consider more local-
ized properties. Per-patch features characterize the similar aspects of
per-fragments features, plus a feature that groups fragments of similar
external shape.
Per-match features. They evaluate how much a pairwise match is correct
in a particular alignment. Thus two fragments are considered to be
correctly aligned if their interpenetration is negligible.
After these first three stages of the reconstruction pipeline then, the obtained
features will be used to guide the final classification algorithm, which may
rely on enough information to distinguish matches with non-matches.
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Moreover, the pipeline structure of this approach guarantees its scalability
in case of high number of fragments. A graphical overview of the first three
stages is shown in figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: Overview of the feature generation [19]
Archaeological Fragment Reconstruction Using Curve-Matching
Another automatic method is exposed in [10] and focuses on reconstructing
broken artefacts by using the matchings between curves. More in detail,
this algorithm is divided in two stages: the first one calculates local pair-
wise matching, while the second one looks for an optimal global arrangement
based on triplets of matching fragments. The pairwise affinity is computed
calculating the similarity between sub-boundaries of the involved fragments.
Sub-boundaries are defined by examining pairs of fragments. They are iden-
tified by a start point (in correspondence of a corner on the fragment contour)
and by an end point, which is computed dynamically as a function of the
similarity between the curvature of the examined contours. In figure 2.8 it is
shown an example of identifying a sub-contour between two fragments: the
red points, placed on corners, identify the start points of the sub-boundaries
and all the following points instead identify the set of potential end points.
The system proceeds by identifying an end point which permits to define the
longest sub-contour with the best curvature matching compatibility.
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Figure 2.8: Example of sub-contour matching between two fragments [10].
Such definition of sub-boundary derive directly by the following conjecture
which was extracted by the authors from empirical results:
The majority of matching segments in archaeological fragment re-assembly
begin at pair of corners of fragments [10]. Matches are then divided into
three types: the first one occurs when both the end points are placed on
corners of both fragments, the second one occurs when only one end of the
common boundary terminate at corners on both fragments and the third type
occurs in all the other cases (some examples are shown in figure 2.9). The
Figure 2.9: Image taken from [10] representing two cases (a and b) of triple
junctions. (c), (d), (e) and (f) are various possibilities of fragment pairings.
matching registration is then implemented with a best-first matching strat-
egy. This strategy is thus based on adding the next fragment to the solution
according to the best pairwise match, which is defined by its curve matching
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affinity. A global matching step is finally executed by the system. Such step
is a consequence of another conjecture extracted by the author which is: The
vast majority of junctions in archaeological fragment re-assembly are triple
junctions [10].
Some examples of triple junction are shown in figure 2.9. In order to give
a further global criterion of matching compatibility to each fragment, a new
measure is introduced. Such criterion consists into the capacity of each frag-
ment to be arranged in a triplet, which is more likely to be a correct match.
Thus as a global step each fragment which was assembled only by consider-
ing its pairwise affinity will be registered in the solution also according to its
affinity with an additional partner.
All the methods shown above have in common an automatic approach on re-
construction which can basically reduced to a jigsaw puzzle solving problem.
Thus, while this kind of approach lets the user free from a particular inter-
action, it only performs fine with fragments that have very evident features
providing sufficient information. Generally they have some difficulties when
fragments are very worn-out or missing.
2.2.2 Semi-Assisted methods
The following section proposes the methods for semi-assisted virtual recon-
struction. Such methods involve the user in the reconstruction loop in order
to avoid the potential lacks due to missing or damaged pieces. In fact, an
archaeologist, or a restorer, can use his experience on the field to help the
reconstructing system also by exploring multiple solutions. Indeed, it is pos-
sible that there could be more than one specific match between two fragment.
For example, a match could also be conditioned by a specific historical pe-
riod.
In addition user’s experience can help to improve the efficiency of the re-
construction process, an expert eye in fact can find in some cases a correct
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match even before an automatic system. The following sections will provide
the semi-assisted methods for the reassembling of fractured objects which
has been proposed in literature:
Automatic Reconstruction of Archaeological Finds - A Graphics
Approach [15] In this method the authors present a semi-automatic
procedure for reconstruction by using computer graphics and artificial
intelligence algorithms on geometrical information
Feature-based Part Retrieval for Interactive 3D Reassembly [16] In
this paper the authors propose an approach where the user can easily
assemble a desired object from a large collection of pieces (many of
which are irrelevant) by iteratively selecting compatible parts.
Semi-automatic geometry driven reassembly of fractured archae-
ological objects [11] This method is based on a real-time interaction
loop: an expert user steadily specifies approximate initial relative posi-
tions and orientations between two fragments by means of a bi-manual
tangible user interface. These initial poses are continuously corrected
and validated in real-time by the system.
Automatic Reconstruction of Archaeological Finds - A Graphics
Approach
The semi assisted method, exposed in [15],is divided into two parts:
• an automatic method to detect the fracture faces, the fragment match-
ing and the final assemble;
• a phase in which the user is allowed to impose interactively necessary
restrictions on the final combination of objects.
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As the automatic methods previously exposed, the automatic method of the
proposed algorithm is divided in three stages:
• a segmentation of 3D fragments in order to divide them into facets; the
facets are defined as areas of similar face orientation which is based on
their normal distribution [15]. Facets which present more bumpiness
are then marked as candidates for pairwise matching in the next stage;
• In the second stage the matching error is calculated for each candi-
date coming from every possible pair of fragments (an example of a
fragment segmentation is shown in figure 2.10). Note that the facets
are checked pairwise, and they are chosen with regard of their orien-
tation. The involved fragments are then positioned in order to make
their broken facets in front of each other such that the matching error
is then calculated by measuring point to point curvature difference. As
in the automatic methods, the information about the material of the
fragments can significantly help to improve the matching process, for
example the system will discard the matching between fragments of
different material.
• The final stage is a minimization of a global error, where the system
chooses and clusters the appropriate combinations of fragments which
must be conform to certain basic rules:
– A fragment can be attached to a number of objects equal to the
number of its facets.
– The bond between two fragments is unique.
– There could not be a valid matching between some fragments.
– Fragment pairs are ordered according to their matching error, i.e.
a matching with a smaller error is favoured.
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Each valid combination of fragments is thus quantified by a fitness value.
A set of such combinations, which is conform to the above rules, is part of
the representation of the currently active bonds among the fragments. This
representation is then mutated by the user who can adjust the fitness values.
Figure 2.10: Image taken from [15] representing an example of fragment
segmentation in facets.
Feature-based Part Retrieval for Interactive 3D Reassembly
The method in [16] proposes a semi-assisted approach which involves an
automatic research of matching candidates for a piece or a cluster of pieces.
A piece is then posed as a query and the system computes a compatibility
score between it and the candidate pieces in the database. The compatibility
score retrieval is executed with an automatic approach, and it is divided in
five stages:
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Interest region detection The system identifies interest regions on each
piece according to key edges: for each point they calculate the occu-
pancy of the geometry within a small sphere, rejecting those that are
approximately half-occupied (which are considered flat-surfaces [16]).
Then, the system fits lines through points of similar occupancy, to
identify key edges.
Local Description of Each Interest Region The system finds a compact
but discriminative representation for the local neighbourhood around
each region of interest by using the solid angle of key edges. In figure
2.12 candidates are computed by measuring the the angle formed at
each vertex of the query.
Near-Neighbour Based Local Correspondence After that the local de-
scriptors has been computed, the system finds potentially compatible
regions between fragments. A compatible region is then defined as com-
plementary, i.e. for pair of point belonging to two different key edges,
they are considered compatible is their angularity is complementary
with the query fragment.
Geometric Agreement For each candidate the system quantifies how much
two correspondences are in geometric agreement. In fact, as each fea-
ture correspondence imposes a constraint between respective points on
each piece, two correspondences are in agreement if these constraints
are consistent [16].
Spectral Technique Based on Scoring This is the final step. The sys-
tem computes an overall compatibility score of all the candidates (iden-
tifying the cluster of correspondences that is most in mutual agree-
ment).
After such process the system displays the candidates with the most promis-
ing compatibility score. Then according to his experience, the user selects
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Figure 2.11: Correspondences α and β disagree because they start from the
same interest region; α and γ are in greater geometric agreement than α and
[16].
the best candidates to be finally assembled the system. The entire procedure
is repeated until the artefact is completely reassembled.
Figure 2.12: Image taken from [16] representing a query, piece 1, and its
matching candidates.
Semi-automatic geometry driven reassembly of fractured archeo-
logical objects
In the method method proposed in [11] the user is called to contribute to the
reconstruction process by specifying an approximate initial relative position
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and orientation between pair of fragments. Subsequently, those fragments are
assembled by the system to the local best match; then such pair of pieces is
considered to be as unique single rigid piece. In order to compute the geomet-
ric matching between two pieces the system runs an algorithm which calcu-
lates the registration iteratively and directly works on the scanned 3D points
that define the surface [11]. More precisely, the algorithm selects the best
corresponding vertices and locally calculates the optimal roto-translation for
surface alignment by minimizing their distance. Finally the method provides
a visual feedback consisting in a 3D representation of the matching result.
The user can then evaluate it and state if it is geometrically plausible and
coherent with his intent. The user can always insert a initial positions to
restart the matching process. The complete semi-automatic interaction loop
is represented in figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13: Semi automatic interaction loop [11].
Chapter 3
The Scenario
Our reconstruction system is based on a semi-assisted approach strongly cen-
tred on user interaction. The user, in fact, has to explicitly specify pairwise
matches between pieces which seems appropriate. Thus, the entities which
are involved in our process are:
Pieces: these entities are digitized 3D fragments expressed as meshes of
triangles.
Samples: a sample is a point placed on the surface of a piece. Then a
constraint is a relation between two pieces.
Constraints: a constraint is a couple of samples (pi, pj) where i 6= j. The
aim of a constraint is that pi and pj should be as close as possible.
3.1 Minimizing a global energy
Every considered piece has its own reference system centred on its center
of mass. The center of mass of each fragment is expressed in function of a
37
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a b
Figure 3.1: This picture shows the 2D representations of two pieces connected
by a constraint consisting of the couple (a, b)
roto-translation frame which is dependent from an initial position.
Our focus then is to allow the user, according on his experience, to
specify which points of a considered piece should match with other
points coming from another one. In addition the user can assign
to a constraint a weight called stiffness, expressing its importance.
Our goal is to minimize the distance between pairs of samples be-
longing to constraints, in order to assembly as well as possible the
original object.
We consider as a local energy the distance that separates two extremities of
a constraint multiplied for its stiffness; the global energy that we want to
minimize is the sum of all the local contributes. Let n be the number of con-




[(xip − xit)2] · si∀i ∈ [1, n] (3.1)
where xip, x
i
t and si are respectively the two extremities and the stiffness of
the constraint i. This formulation can be extended to an arbitrary number
of pieces.
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3.1.1 Linear system
We can now define our problem considering that, once the user specified a
set of constraints, our task is to find a rigid transformation for each piece
to match them one with each other. Such rigid transformation, i.e. a trans-
formation which does not have any scaling or skewing factor, can then be
defined as a 3 × 3 rotation matrix Ri and a translation vector Ti; note that
a rotation matrix R has two important properties which are:
• RT = R−1;
• det(R) = 1.
Then we must find the transformations that minimize the global energy de-
fined in section 3.1.
In order to formalize our system lets then redefine our entities:
• let the set G be the set of rigid geometries which are present in our
system such that ∀gi ∈ G,∃(Ri, Ti) such that (Ri, Ti) is the current
reference system of gi;
• let P be the set of the p0 · · · pn points specified by the user;
• let F be a function such that ∀pi F (pi) = (Rk, Tk) where Rk and Tk
are respectively the rotation matrix and the translation vector which
identify the reference system of the geometry on which pi is defined;
• let V be the set of constraints such that ∀v(pi, pj) ∈ V i 6= j and
F (pi) 6= F (pj).
Let then define the function RotTrasl : P → R3 such that RotTrasl(pi) =
Rk · pi + Tk where (Rk, Tk) = F (pi).
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If we indicate RotTrasl(p) as p′ ∀p ∈ P , then E = ∑v∈Vv(pi,pj) (p′i − p′j)2. As
both the RotTrasl function and the sum are linear operations, minimizing










For the sake of simplicity and because of x, y, and z are linearly independent,
let us consider as example of a single local energy contribute, let us consider













= 2x′j − 2x′i
.







In order to connect the global energy with our variables, the rigid transfor-
mations (Ri, Ti) ∀i = 1 · k, we created a linear system which included either
the energy matrices and the linear constraints which relate Rq and Tq with
pi and pj. Such constraints are defined in the following way:
Rq · pi + Tq where F (pi) = (Rq, Tq) (3.3)
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Solving such system provides for each piece gq a new transformation frame




are not linear, then they can not be expressed as linear constraints and so
can not be added to the linear system directly: thus we have no assurance
that the new transformation is rigid. Then we then the method exposed in
[18] in order to find the rotation matrix R′q which is the most similar to the
generic 3× 3 matrix Rq. Once we found the rotation matrix, we update the
samples and iterate until convergence.
Note that each Rq introduces inside the completive system 9 new variables.
We introduced some optimizations by using a skew symmetric matrix. Skew
symmetric matrices are defined in order to satisfy the following properties:{
aij = −aji ifi 6= j
aij = 0 otherwise
(3.4)
.
Moreover, skew symmetric matrices linearly approximate infinitive rotations.
Then the use of such matrices decreased the number of variables introduced






In order to solve the system we have to fix a piece on the origin and fix its
transformation the identity; this is executed to avoid infinite solutions.
Solver
In order to solve the completive system then we implemented a solver using
the Eigen[8] mathematical framework. Since the completive system is sym-
metric positive-definite,we may use the method of Cholesky decomposition.
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In order to give a quantification of the amount of time needed by the solver
to solve the completive system, we measured its performance in reassembling
an object composed by three pieces connected to each other with nine con-
straints; the results then indicated that it took 0.066 seconds to solve the
entire system.
3.1.2 Solving Sequence
As we said previously, our framework produces a translation vector and a
rotation matrix for each involved entity. Let’s now define a Solving Sequence
as the sequence of application of such transformations which terminates with
the reconstruction of the original object. More precisely such sequence is
structured as follows:
1. the system computes and applies the transformations which are related
to single fragments. For example in figure 3.2 (i) fragments a and b are
connected by three constraints, then the system will apply to both of
them their transformations in order to minimize their energy (figure
3.2 (ii)).
2. Remembering the hierarchical system organization exposed briefly in
section 1.2, the system repeats the previous step considering the groups
formed by the previous involved pieces. Note that when a transforma-
tion is applied to a group it is transmitted to all of its members. The
example in figure 3.3 shows how the group formed by the fragment
previously assembled could be matched with another entity.
3. When all the involved fragments are aligned the object is reassembled.
The complete object can thus be considered as a new group which is
composed by all the pieces.
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4. A last a final step can then be executed: in fact the user can split all the
previously created groups and then minimize again the global energy.
Since all the pieces will be considered in this step, all the constraints
will be minimized and the resulting transformations will provide a more
global solution (with a further minimization of the global energy).
a ba b(i) (ii)
Figure 3.2: In the first case fragment a and fragment b are connected by three
constraints. After applying to them the computed transformations they are
matching.
c(i) (ii) cd d
Figure 3.3: The group c resulting from the matching of the fragments a and
b is connected to another entity, fragment d, and then matched.
3.2 Implementation of the Tree
3.2.1 Fragments and Groups
As explained in the previous sections, our system consists in reassembling
fragmented objects according to the user specification of constraints on pairs
of nodes. The system tries to match such constraints by providing a transla-
tion and a rotation for each involved fragments such that the energy specified
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in 3.1 is minimized.
Once the user is satisfied by the matching of two or more fragments, he can
assemble those fragments to a group which is then considered as a unique
geometric object. Assumed that a geometry object can be both a fragment
or a group, we can then define a group as a set of objects which are joined
by constraints which are already solved. An example of a group creation is
shown in figure 3.2 and 3.2 where fragments a and b are matched and then
form a new group c.
Then, a geometry object can represent two kind of entities:
• it can be a fragment described as a 3D mesh of triangles or
• a set of geometries (a group of geometries).
Note that every object, independently on which kind of entity represents, has
its own reference system and its center of mass which is initially positioned
on the origin with its transformation matrix set as the identity. It must be
clarified that the system does not modify the position of the fragments di-
rectly and the constraints are not assigned to fragments directly, but to their
parent group. In this sense, a leaf is not a fragment but a group which has
only one child, which is indeed a fragment.
Considering what stated above, every transformation, consisting of a trans-
lation and a rotation, applied to a group is transmitted to all its children; in
order to maintain the consistency of the sequence of transformations, when
a node receives a transformation matrix (composed by the new rotation and
translation), it is recursively multiplied to the current matrix of each child
such that: if M is the received 4 × 4 roto-translation matrix, and Qi is the
current transformation matrix of the child i, then the new matrix assigned
to i, Ai is
Ai = M ·Qi
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if i is a leaf then M is multiplied to all the vertices of its fragment and then
its matrix is updated as well.
3.2.2 Constraints
As we said in section 3.1 a constraint is a couple of points distributed on two
different fragments. A constraint object must contain the coordinates of its
points and the IDs of the involved groups. In addition in our implementation
a constraint contains also the 3D coordinates of its points before the energy
minimization (points in the rest position), which are needed to calculate its
residual energy and thus how much a it is satisfied. Furthermore, a constraint
object must also contain the IDs of the fragments which it really connects.
3.2.3 Graph Implementation
A graph is created using groups of fragments as nodes and constraints as
edges.
Note that, in order to preserve the uniqueness of the Solving Sequence (sec-
tion 3.1.2), such graph must necessarily be a tree; in fact a tree implicitly
guarantees that each node has only one direct parent, then the sequence of
the crossing of the tree levels is unique. An example of possible inconsistency
is shown in figure 3.4; in fact, while in 3.4 (i) there is no ambiguity into the
crossing of the tree’s levels and the solving sequence is a, b, c, d, e and f , in
3.4 (ii) instead there is an inconsistency as b is a child of both e and f ; the
system then can not decide on which parent of b apply the further step of
the solving sequence.
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a b c d
e f




Figure 3.4: Figure showing two cases of Solving Sequence. In the first case
there is no ambiguity, while in the second one there is one involving b, e and
f .
Furthermore, such tree configuration guarantees the hierarchical property
represented by groups: in fact our tree is defined to have fragments as leaves,
groups as intermediate nodes and the completed reconstructed object as its
root (an example of a graph tree is shown in figure 3.5).
We may define the relation between two nodes at ”be parent of” as follows:
Definition 3.2.1. A node a is a parent of a node b, a ≺ b, if b belong to
one of the sub-trees of a. Moreover let i be the level of a, then a is a direct
parent of b iff a ≺ b and the level of b is i+ 1.
We rely on this definition to assert two important properties which must keep
the consistency of the tree and then the uniqueness of the solving sequence.
Property 3.2.1. A constraint can connect only nodes that have the same
direct parent.
An example of a violation of such property is shown in figure 3.6 where groups
a and b are children of the same node. If we add a constraint which connects
b with c it would mean that b would be a child of both d and c, which is
impossible in a tree.











Figure 3.5: In this example of a tree graph groups are described by colored
circles and fragments are represented as directly dependent of the leaf groups.
a b
cd
Figure 3.6: Example of violation of Property 3.2.1.
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Property 3.2.2. A group can be formed only by nodes which have the same
direct parent.
In fact grouping two nodes with different direct parents would lead to an
inconsistency similar to the one explained for Property 3.2.1. As shown in
figure 3.7, grouping b and c would generate a new group d which would be
their direct parent: this is incorrect because they will have two direct parents




Figure 3.7: Example of violation of Property 3.2.2.
original structure which looks different from a tree could be expressed using
such organization. An example of that is shown in figure 3.8, where the
complete object could be interpreted to be more similar to a circular graph
than to a tree.








Figure 3.8: Example of how also objects which have a structure different
from a tree can be represented using such organization. In fact it is shown
how the original ring is composed by two main groups (4 and 5), the first of
which has then three children (1, 2 and 3).
Three operation are then permitted to be executed on the tree nodes: group-
ing, splitting and excluding.
Grouping Operation : such operation consists in joining a set of nodes
into a new one; more precisely a new group is created and substituted
to the involved nodes (which are coherently assigned as its children).
An example of grouping two nodes is shown in figure 3.9 where node b
and node c are grouped into a new node d.
Splitting Operation : the user can decide to split a group which is deleted
and replaced in the tree by its children. An example is shown in figure
3.11 where the user split node e and node f in order to have all the
tree nodes on the same level.
Excluding Operation : a group can be excluded from its parent’s children
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and it can be put as an independent sub-tree. In figure 3.10 we see how
node c is excluded from d and assigned to the root.
a b c da
b c
(i) (ii)
Figure 3.9: Grouping the node b and c. In the first case (i) they are children








Figure 3.10: Node c is excluded from d and assigned to the root.
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a b c d
e f
a b c d
Figure 3.11: Node e and f are split and their children are reassigned to the
root.
As the previous operations modify the tree’s hierarchical organization we
need to maintain valid Property 3.2.1 and Property 3.2.2. In fact potential
inconsistencies into the constraint linking could occur, thus the following
subsections will explain how the system will correct them for each operation.
Note that in all the following subsection and the relative figures constraints
will be identified into the tree as blue lines connecting the involved nodes.
Constraint inconsistency in Grouping Procedure
Let us consider a set X of n groups connected to each other with one or
more constraints and let x be a subset of X, then, if the user decides to
group the nodes contained in x, a new group k is created. All the nodes
which was present in x must be assigned as children of k. Then a potential
inconsistency regarding Property 3.2.1 can occur as all the grouped entities
are lowered by one in the tree level: thus all their constraints must be assigned
to k to maintain it. An example of this constraint reassignment is shown in
figure 3.12.












Figure 3.12: This figure shows an example of the constraint reassignment in
case of grouping. In the first case the three groups are linked together, in
the second one, as the grouping procedure lowers the two involved nodes by
one level, the constraint a and b are linked to group 4 in order to preserve
Property 3.2.1.
Constraint inconsistency in Group Splitting
Let us consider the case when a generic constraint a connects two groups,
respectively called 1 and 2, and let us consider that the user split group
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1: then the system must reassign the extremity of the constraint previously
linked to such group in order to preserve Property 3.2.1. As we said before the
constraint object identifies also the ID of the fragments which is involved,
so the system checks the level of group 2 in the tree. Then the system
executes a bottom-up research starting from the fragment in order to find
the first parent group with the same level; such group is then elected as new
extremity of a. Note that the new extremity found in this process could
also be the fragment group itself. An example of constraint reassignment is
shown in figure 3.13 and 3.14, where we can see that after splitting group 2,
the constraints a and b are reassigned respectively to group 3 and 4 which
were indeed the compatible ancestors.





Figure 3.13: Image showing two constraints a and b connecting group 1 and
group 2







Figure 3.14: If the user decides to split group 2 then a and b are linked
respectively to group 3 and 4. Such nodes are the ancestors of the directly
involved fragments at the compatible level of the graph
Constraint inconsistency in Group Exclusion
Let the generic constraint a connect two generic group 1 and group 2, then
if the user decides to exclude one of them, a must be reassigned in order
to maintain the property 3.2.1. Thus let us consider the exclusion of group
1, then constraint a is reassigned to the compatible parent of group 2. In
the case of exclusion of a child 3 of group 1, the system will check if any
constraint of the latter has as fragment ID one of the fragments involved in
the exclusion, in that case those constraints would be reassigned to 3.
Examples of the exclusion procedure are shown in figure 3.15.

















Figure 3.15: Let a and b be two constraints which connect group 1 and
group 2. If group 3 is excluded by the user from its parent, it becomes an




As our reconstruction method is strongly user oriented, the interface assumes
a crucial position in our implementation. In fact, in order to elaborate a
meaningful solution, the user must be able to interact with the system and
thus radically manipulate its state. The implemented interface provides real
time mechanisms which permit to create or split groups and to connect them
by using constraints, exploiting the hierarchical nature of the graph. In
addition, the user must be able to specify the stiffness of a constraint and,
after the system minimized the identified energy, to check and quantify the
potential error.
The interface is then divided in tree macro-areas, each of them is mostly
oriented respectively to graph modification, constraint insertion and result
visualization. Every macro-area is then divided into other sub-areas which
have more specific tasks; a more precise definition of the interface is provided
in the following sections.
A screenshot of the user interface is shown in figure 4.1.
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Graph modification area
Constraint insertion area Result visualization area




Working GL Area 2
Working GL Area 1
Figure 4.1: First figure showing a screenshot of the user interface. The areas
included in red rectangles are the macro-areas, while the ones included in
blue rectangles are the sub-areas.
4.1 Graph Modification Area
The first macro area is completely dedicated to the reconstruction graph
modification in order to let the user customize such graph according to his
exigence (for example working hierarchically with the fragments or inserting
a constraint with a particular stiffness). Nevertheless, precise constraints
have been included into the interface in order to avoid to violate Properties
3.2.1 and 3.2.2 (exposed in section 3.2). The graph modification area is then
divided into four sub-areas:
• the first is completely dedicated to the nodes of the graph;
• the second is dedicated to the selection and deletion of constraints;
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• the third to the modification of a selected constraint;
• the the last activates the insertion of a constraint with a specified stiff-
ness.
4.1.1 Fragments and Group Modification Area
The modification of the graph nodes is completely executed in the first sub-
area. This area is composed by a treeview which visually represents the
hierarchical organization of node; Note that it is the only part of the interface
where the user is allowed so explicitly select a particular sub-tree. In fact,
each item of this treeview is the direct interface representation of a node and
thus it is implemented to provide to the user a clear visual representation.
More precisely, the interface representation of a treeview item is defined as
follows:
• the name is the name of the fragment 3D mesh or the ID of the group.
• its foreground has the same color of the group’s one. The children of a
group inherit parent’s color.
• if a group is not a leaf, it can be expanded to show its children.
• it contains the reference of the involved node.
• when it is selected by a user, in order to show him which entity he is
manipulating, its group is rendered in the GL areas in red.
An example of a treeview is shown in figure 4.2.
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Tree View
Figure 4.2: Screen capture of the first sub area. The treeview is evidenced
by a red rectangle. Its first item corresponds to a leaf group and its second
one is an expanded non-leaf group.
The only way to interact with a graph node is thus by selecting his related
item and then perform all the operation permitted by the system. For ex-
ample the user can change the name of a node by right-clicking on its item
and then selecting the voice ”Change Item Name”;
Add and Delete a Fragment
The first functionality consisting in adding a fragment, or an empty group,
is implemented in Fragments and Group Modification Area, figure 4.2. In
fact by clicking the button ”Add a Fragment” the user will show a file dialog
interface which will let the user to choose a model among a list of 3D mesh
files (their extension must be ply or obj). Similarly the user can press the
”Add a New Group”, that will let the system create a new empty group.
Another feature consists in deleting groups or fragments. This can be exe-
cuted by selecting in the three view one or more items and pressing the button
”Delete Geometries”, or selecting ”Delete Geometries” from the menu that
appears after clicking with the right button of the mouse on the selected
item. For each item selected the node deletion procedure is then executed
according to the following algorithm:
The selected node is removed from the graph with the relative link to its
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parents. After that, each constraint linked to the selected node is deleted
by using the procedure explained in section 4.1.2. The last step of the dele-
tion algorithm is recursively applied to all the children of the node, that is
finally deleted. While this algorithm is applied, the system checks also if the
selected node is rendered in the GL areas.
Create, Split and Exclude a Group
After the system matched one or more fragments, the user can decide to
group the entities involved in order to consider them as a single rigid object.
This process is very useful in order to exploit the hierarchical nature of the
reconstruction graph and to simplify the user’s job.
The user can execute this procedure by firstly selecting two or more items
in the treeview, and then by clicking on the voice ”Group” present in the
pop-up menu as shown in figure 4.3. The grouping procedure is then defined
i)
ii)
Figure 4.3: This figure shows an example of grouping two fragments, in case
i the involved fragments are separated and subsequently in case ii they are
grouped in order to form a new unique identity.
as follows: after the system checked that the involved nodes are compatible
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with Property 3.2.2, those nodes are disconnected from their parent, then
a new group is created to replace them; finally all the involved nodes are
reassigned as its children.
It must be clarified that when a node is added to the graph as a top level
one, the system computes a new color and assign it to the node, if otherwise
the node becomes a child of another one, it inherits its parent color.
When all the involved nodes are grouped, their constraint are reassigned in
order to preserve Property 3.2.1 as specified in section 3.2.3.
A constraint has been implemented in these interface procedure in order to
make the system respect the Property 3.2.2; in fact after the user pressed
the ”Group” voice, the system checks if all the geometries involved are on
the same level and if they have the same direct parent: if they don’t respect
these conditions the procedure stops. As this is the only way to group some
existing nodes Property 3.2.2 is maintained valid.
The user could also split a group and thus reverse the previously exposed
method. Splitting a group could be necessary in several cases, in fact it
could be useful to have a graph composed only by root fragments nodes in
order to consider all the constraints simultaneously and then obtain a differ-
ent solution. Another case in which group splitting could be necessary would
be reversing a grouping process due to a mistake of the user, or, for example,
to create a wider group on the same level. More generally the group split
procedure is necessary in all those cases in which the user have to change the
hierarchy of the tree by shortening its depth.
Thus, in order to split a group, the user has to select the voice ”Split” in
the pop-up menu after pressing with the right button of the mouse on an
item in the treeview. Then the system will extract all the children of the
selected node, assign them to its new parent and finally delete the group.
The Property 3.2.1 is preserved by reassigning the constraints of the selected
node as explained in section 3.2.3. An example of group splitting is shown in
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figure 4.4. The last feature provided by the interface in order to completely
i)
ii)
Figure 4.4: This figure shows an example of splitting a group. In case i
the group is selected and in case ii the two children are set as independent
entities.
exploit the hierarchy of the reconstruction graph is to let the user exclude
a group from its parent tree. As for the other procedures, the user choose
the voice ”Exclude” from the pop-up menu, then the system disconnect the
selected node from its parent and define it as a direct child of the root: in
order to maintain the Property 3.2.1 valid its constraints are reassigned as
explained in section 3.2.3.
4.1.2 Add, Delete and Modify a Constraint
The rest of the sub-areas are fully dedicated to constraints and they are
focused respectively to constraint selection (and deletion), modification and
insertion. The first important feature of these sub-areas is the listview, figure
4.6, implemented in order to represent the edges of the graph on constraints;
in fact, as the treeview shown in section 4.1, this representation is needed
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i)
ii)
Figure 4.5: This figure shows an example of excluding a group. Firstly in
case i the user selects a group and the in case ii the result of exclusion is
shown
to provide to the user a full interaction with the constraints. By selecting
an item in this listview, the user selects also the respective constraint. A
listview item is then defined to give all the necessary information to identify
the selected constraint, thus its label is defined in order to contain:
• the kind of constraint;
• the numerical ID of the constraint;
• the name and the type of the first connected node;
• the name and the type of the second connected node;
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• the percentage of the residual energy (section 4.2.5).
In addition, in order to facilitate the user to recognize a certain constraint,
when an item is selected the rendering of its linked object will become yellow
in the GL areas.
Figure 4.6: Figure showing the listview implemented to interact with the
constraint objects of the reconstruction graph.
Add a Constraint
Adding a new constraint is provided by the interface in the last sub-area.
After specifying the stiffness of the new constraint, 1 by default, and clicking
on the button ”Add Constraint” the system will be ready to capture the
user’s picking on the GL areas (the picking process will be explained deeply
in section 4.2.4). After the user picked two points on two fragments present in
the working areas or in the result visualization area, the system will recover
the 3D coordinates of the two points, the two ID of the picked fragments and
finally the stiffness factor specified ad the beginning of the process. Then,the
new constraint object is finally created. After that, the system will execute
a bottom up research in the graph starting from the picked fragments. This
research will stop when the system will find their respective ancestors which
have the same direct parent. When they have been found the system will
link them with the new constraint. Property 3.2.1 is then satisfied.
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Delete a Constraint
Constraint deletion is provided by the interface in the first sub-area. In fact
the user can delete a constraint by selecting one in the listview and pressing
the button ”Delete Constraint”. The system then takes the constraint object
connected to the selected item and erase it from the graph and from the
relative references in the connected nodes. Finally the object is deleted.
The system also checks if each node once connected by the deleted constraint
is in the current solution, if it is then it controls if such nodes are still
connected to the solution and, if they are not, they are removed from the
result visualization.
Modify a Constraint
The second sub-area is then fully dedicated to constraint modification. After
the user selected an item in the Constraint List Area, the related constraint
object is visualized into the constraint modification sub-area (figure 4.7) as
follows:
• it shows the ID of the selected constraint;
• it presents two panels containing tree spinboxes which are connected to
the 3D coordinates of the corresponding point. In addition each panel
shows the name of the node which belongs to its sample
• it also has a spinbox panel linked to the selected constraint stiffness.
The user can then modify each of the spinboxes and by pressing the button
”Apply” the new values are assigned to the involved constraint object.
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Figure 4.7: Screenshot of the constraint modification sub-area.
4.2 The GL Areas
Another important part of the interface in order to give to the user a full
view of the current state of the reconstruction process consists in the GL
Areas. Those areas compose both the second and the third subdivisions of
the interface and are formed by the Working Areas and the Result Visual-
ization areas. While such areas will be presented deeply in sections 4.2.1 and
4.2.2 there are some aspects that they have in common which are the point
picking procedure and the rendering mechanism of nodes and their relative
constraints.
4.2.1 Working Areas
The second area is fully dedicated to the interactive reconstruction process
and it is divided in two working areas. Each sub-area provides the interaction
with the 3D representation of a node, representing the interactive pairwise
matching procedure, or, in a more naive way, they have to give to the user
the impression to work with his own hands.
In order to clearly specify which of the nodes it is currently drawing, the name
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of such node is displayed on the top-left corner of the OpenGL context. A
small button is, instead, placed on the top-right corner and if pressed, it
opens a pop-up dialog showing a full screen version of the linked node.
The user can put a specific node of the graph in a working area by selecting
an item in the tree view (see section 4.1.1) and then pressing the button ”Put
in Working area”; then the selected node will be put in the chosen area. Note
that the system will test if the selected nodes can be linked by a constraint
consistently with Properties 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. In this sense a constraint has
been implemented in the interface in order to satisfy the following requisites:
Let a and b two nodes of the graph connected by the constraint i, then:
1. a 6= b
2. a most not be a parent of b or vice versa.
An inconsistency in the second requisite would violate the Property 3.2.1 and
would make possible for a geometrical entity to be connected with a part of
itself, which must be avoided.
4.2.2 Result Visualization Area
After a new current solution has been computed, i.e. a transformation ma-
trix has been extracted for each involved node, it must be shown to the user.
Thus, the currently aligned geometry objects are displayed with their con-
straints in another GL area called ”Result Visualization Area” and which
forms the last area if the interface. An example of the result visualization
area is shown in figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Screenshot of a working area which has as current node a group
formed by two fragments. The constraints number 4, 5 6, 7, 8 and 9 connect
the rendered group with another one, while 0,1,2 and 3 connect the two
fragments.
4.2.3 Rendering a Node and Its Constraints
The rendering procedure of a node consists in rendering its leaves using the
OpenGL[7] primitives to provide a 3D representation of its digitized meshes.
In order to distinguish a particular node x in a rendering context which
involves other nodes, x is displayed utilizing its color (which is unique for
each direct child of the root).
Meanwhile, also the constraints need to be rendered into a GL area and such
process must be implemented in order to provide sufficient information about
constraint’s residual energy, position on the node and ID:
let i be the constraint which has to be rendered and j the respective node
and let both of them be placed in a generic GL area A, then if i connects j
with another node k which is not in A, it is represented like a sphere centred
on the point on j, else if both belong to A it is represented as a line which
joins j and k. In addition, a label shows the ID of each constraint while its
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Figure 4.9: Example of rendering the current solution.
color varies as a function of its residual energy; the representation of such
energy will be explained more deeply in section 4.2.5.
As this process is implemented for both the Working Areas and the Result
Visualization Area, the only difference of rendering between them is that
while in a Working Area only one node is rendered, in a Result Visualization
area the process is executed for the entire solution. An example of Working
Area rendering a group is shown in figure 4.8 and of a Result Visualization
Area rendering a solution is shown in figure 4.9.
4.2.4 Point Picking
To insert a new constraint a couple of points on two different nodes must be
specified: the user must pick two points on them through the interface. This
picking process has been implemented both in the Working Areas (section
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4.2.1) and the Result Visualization Area (section 4.2.2). The user then can
be able to execute three kind of picking interactions which are:
Working Area - Working Area. This is the first and more intuitive in-
teraction. The user can pick a point on each node rendered in the two
Working Areas. An example of this kind of interaction is shown in
figure 4.10, where three points were picked on each node rendered in
the two Working Areas.
Result Visualization Area - Result Visualization Area. It is possible
that a current solution, rendered in the Result Visualization Area, has
to be refined to provide a more precise disposition of the involved nodes:
then the user can add new constraints by directly picking their points
on the rendered solution. Figure 4.11 shows how the user can decide to
refine a current solution by adding further constraints picking directly
on the nodes rendered on the Result Visualization Area. The first figure
in fact shows how the superior block does not completely match with
the inferior on; then the user adds constraints 6 and 7 to refine the
next solution (second figure).
Result Visualization Area - Working Area and vice versa. Since more
suitable dispositions of a node in a Working Area can be found consid-
ering the entire current solution, it is possible to pick a couple of points
between the Working Areas and the Result Visualization Area. Figure
4.12 shows how a possible matching between the fragment ”donna.ply”
and the current solution is found.
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Figure 4.10: Figure showing three points picked on each node present in the
Working Areas.
Figure 4.11: Figure showing how, in order to refine the current solution, the
user created two additional constraints by picking directly on the rendered
solution.
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Figure 4.12: Figure showing, in the first two cases, how the user connected
the node rendered in the Working Area, and thus excluded from the solution,
with the current solved nodes using three constraints. The last figure then
shows the result.
4.2.5 Residual Energy Visualization
As the system minimizes the energy identified by all the user-specified con-
straints, a residual energy may still remain. It is then a crucial task of the
interface to notify the presence and quantify such energy; thus a feature has
been added both to the constraint rendering process.
Firstly let us define the residual factor facti as the ratio between the residual
energy of a constraint i, namely Eir, and the energy of i before the minimiza-





Then, since facti is a percentage, facti and 1−facti are visualised on a scale
from green (good) to red (bad).
Concerning instead the case of the implementation of a listview item listi,
the residual energy is notified to the user by adding the facti percentage to
the text label it.
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Figure 4.13: Example of residual energy visualization. In the first figure the
residual factor is displayed in the listview items; note that constraint 1 still
has the 68.40% of residual energy, in fact in the second figure its color tends
to red more than the ones of the other constraints.
4.2.6 Interpenetration Detection
Due to the strong interactive nature of our approach, it is very important
to show to the user its possible mistakes. Mistakes may be provoked by
constraints involving unrelated points, creating possible collisions between
the involved pieces, thus, in order to inform the user about their existence
and, possibly, correct them, we implemented a feature consisting of a render
strategy to show the faces involved in collisions (by using the red color).
Figure 4.14: An example of interpenetration detection. In the first image it
is shown how the two involved fragments inter-penetrate, while, in the other
two, how their interpenetration is shown.
We implemented interpenetration detection by using a depth peeling tech-
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nique [5], which consists into slicing a group of meshes into several layers
incrementing for each step the depth of the cut; the algorithm stops when
it cannot slice the group any more. In order to explain the interpenetration
detection, lets rely on the example of figure 4.15. This example shows two
meshes, A and B, which are colliding and an arrow, which represent a ray.
If we define a front-face as a face f such that the scalar product between the
normal of f and the ray is less than zero (for a back-face such product is
greater than zero), the interpenetration detection can then be explained as
follows:
1. The ray encounters the surface of A.
2. Then the surface of A is peeled, and at the next iteration, the ray en-
counters the surface of B: it means that A and B are both intersected.
The intersection volume between two meshes thus begins after a ray
enters them consecutively.
3. Then, the surface of B is peeled too, and the ray continues the back-
face of the surface of A. That means that the ray is exiting from the
volume of A, so the intersection volume is ending.
4. After peeling the back-facing surface of A, the ray encounters the back-
face of the surface of B.
5. The procedure terminates when all the surfaces have been peeled.












Figure 4.15: 2D representation of Interpenetration Detection between two
2D objects.
More precisely, we implemented such algorithm by rendering the involved
nodes in a separate frame buffer object and using a fragment shader written
in GLSL. This shader then discards every pixel which has its depth lesser
than the one of the cut. Thus interpenetration detection is executed after
the user created a new reassembling solution and when a node which was
colliding is deleted.
In order to distinguish front faces from back ones, we then defined them as
follows:
let f be a face which is rendered by the depth-peeling fragment shader into
the separate frame buffer object, then
• if f is a front face then its alpha component is equal to 1;
• else its alpha component is equal to 0.
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Furthermore, to signal a face fi involved in a interpenetration the system
needs to identify it in the frame buffer object f0. Thus we defined for fi a
different color c to be used in f0 which is obtained by encoding the index
of fi as three bytes; such bites are then used as the RGB components c.
Thus when the system will have to evidence fi, it will be able to deduce by
decoding its color the index of such face in the vector of faces of its node,
and then it will set its evidenced flag equal to true.
Figure 4.16: Image showing the slices of the fragments in image 4.16 obtained
using the depth-peeling procedure.
4.3 Load and Save a Project
As the reconstruction process can be very long and complicated, the user
could be find useful to save his or her current work. Thus the possibility of
saving and loading a project has been provided by generating an XML file
which contains all the needed information to restore the saved work (such
information could be, for example, the hierarchy of the reconstruction tree
and the points on which the constraints are defined).
The user can also export a selected node as an independent project file and
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moreover he or she can export his or her work as a MeshLab[2] supported
project, as shown in figure 4.17.




With our work we tried to give a contribution to the current state of the
art of virtual reconstruction by introducing a new semi-assisted method.
Moreover, while all the other semi-assisted approaches still present some
automatic phases (section 2.2.2), we wanted to strongly involve the user
in the reconstruction loop. Thus our system has been designed in order to
allow the user to specify couples of matching points (constraints) on different
fragments. The goal of our system is to minimize the distance between those
points in order to assembly as well as possible the original object. In addition,
our system allows to create rigid groups of currently assembled pieces (or
groups) to let the user work hierarchically. An interface (chapter 4) has then
been implemented to provide a full intuitive interaction between the user and
the system in terms of:
• complete management of the system’s configuration (section 4.1):
– grouping, splitting and excluding geometric objects (section 4.1.1);
– constraint insertion, modification and deletion (section 4.1.2).
• system visualization (section 4.2);
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• full error visualization consisting of:
– residual energy visualization (section 4.2.5);
– interpenetration detection (section 4.2.6).
Technically speaking, our system has been implemented using some different
external frameworks which are:
• the Eigen library [8] used to implement the solver exposed in section
3.1.1:
• the OpenGL [7] primitives used to render pieces, groups and constraints
(section 4.2);
• the Qt framework [13] used to create the interface (chapter 4);
• the VCGLib framework [3] used to express all the 3D entities such as
3D points, point-picking (section 4.2.4), bounding boxes etc...
5.1 Case Study
5.1.1 The Madonna of Pietranico
The first case study on with we applied or method is the Madonna Of Pietran-
ico. This artwork is a devotional terracotta statue of the 15th century, origi-
nally located in the main church of the Pietranico village in Abruzzo. This
statue was severely injured during the earthquake of 2009, which involved all
the Italian region of Abruzzo, and it was fragmented in many pieces of many
different size (some images of such state are the 1.7 and 1.8).
The fragments that we used in our reconstruction process are shown in figure
5.1. Our solution process then involves 15 constraints for 5 pieces, and we
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alpha alpha1a alpha1b
alpha1c alpha1d
Figure 5.1: Figure showing the pieces involved in the reconstruction of the
inferior part of the Madonna of Pietranico.
provide the resulting statistics in table 5.1 and 5.2.
In figure 5.2 it is shown the second phase of the reconstruction process.
Figure 5.3 shows the final result after that global minimization has been
performed.
Figure 5.2: Figure showing an intermediate state of reassembling the
Madonna of Pietranico. Four constraint were specified between piece alpha1c
and the current solution.
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4 0.021 5 1.55%
2
Fragment: alfa1b.ply
Group: 0 (alfa.ply, alfa1a.ply)
4 0.01 3 1.16%
3
Fragment: alfa1c.ply
Group: 1 (Group: 0, alfa1b.ply)
4 0.013 3 2.03%
4
Fragment: alfa1d.ply
Group: 2 (Group: 1, alfa1c.ply)







16 0.16 3 1.66%
Table 5.1: Table reporting for each reconstruction phase (Ph.) which entities
have been involved in the process (Entities), the number of constraint speci-
fied (# Con), the time needed by the solver to provide a solution (S. Time),
the number of iterations executed by the solver (S. It.) and the residual
energy (RE). In the last phase it is shown the global minimization, after all
the groups were split.
User Time (sec) 190.618
Table 5.2: Time needed by the user to complete the virtual reconstruction.
Figure 5.3: Figure showing the inferior part of the Madonna of Pietranico
reassembled using out tool.
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5.1.2 The Fountain
The second case of study was the Fountain, a table-fountain made of hard-
paste porcelain. The pieces of this artwork represent a fountain in the
grounds of Count Bruhl’s Dresden palace, the work of the architect Zacharias
Longuelune (b. Paris 1669, d. Dresden 1748) and the sculptor Lorenzo Mat-
tielli (b. Vicenza, d. Dresden 1748). The present fountain may have been
made for Count Camillo Marcolini, appointed Director in 1774. It appears
subsequently to have belonged to Count Collaldo [12]. Such artwork consists
in several pieces conserved in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London
(one of them is shown in figure 5.4). The separated pieces on which we
Figure 5.4: Figure taken from [12] showing an original piece of the Fountain.
applied our reconstruction method are shown in figure 5.5.




Figure 5.5: Figure showing the pieces involved in the reconstruction of the
Fountain.
The reconstruction process involves 4 pieces and 14 constraints, and, as in
the previous case study, we provide the resulting statistics:
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4 0.02 4 1.44
2
Fragment: vasca.ply
Group: 0 (angelo.ply, donna.ply)
6 0.039 5 2.33%
3
Fragment: nettuno.ply
Group: 1 (Group: 0, vasca.ply)






14 0.114 3 3.34%
Table 5.3: Table reporting for each reconstruction phase (Ph.) which entities
have been involved in the process (Entities), the number of constraint speci-
fied (# Con), the time needed by the solver to provide a solution (S. Time),
the number of iterations executed by the solver (S. It.) and the residual
energy (RE). In the last phase it is shown the global minimization, after all
the groups were split.
User Time (sec) 132.02
Table 5.4: Time needed by the user to complete the virtual reconstruction.
In figure 5.6 we show then second phase of reconstruction where 6 constraints
are specified between Group 0 and piece vasca. Figure 5.7,instead, shows the
final solution after that global minimization has been performed.
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Figure 5.6: Figure showing an intermediate state of reassembling the Foun-
tain.
Figure 5.7: Figure showing the Fountain reassembled with our tool.
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5.2 Limitations and Future Work
Since some pieces of a fragmented object could be missing, a possible ex-
tension may be the possibility to allow the user to specify the gap between
them. Thus, the system could provide a solution that considers such gaps.
In addition, in order to create a better solution, the intersections could be
considered as an active component of the system and then used to minimize
the reconstruction error.
Moreover, further types of constraint could be introduced to give the user
the possibility to specify more than one couple of matching points, and so
refining the reconstruction process. Such new constraints could be:
The Glue. The glue could be intuitively described as a constraint which
specifies a matching relation between an arbitrary set of couples dis-
tributed respectively on specified surfaces belonging to different geome-
tries.
The Plaster. The plaster constraints, instead, indicates the continuity be-
tween two surfaces belonging to different geometries. An example of
plaster constraint is shown in figure 5.8.
A B
Figure 5.8: Figure showing the a 2D example of a plaster constraint. Firstly,
when the pieces are separated, the user specifies a continuity region on each
of them (represented in yellow); then the system provides a solution where
the surfaces are contiguous.
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In case of a high number of pieces instead, a global preview of each of them
would be useful to be implemented as an additional feature.
In addition our tool will be provided to CH scholars in order to use their
feedback to add further functionalities.
Our tool is part of an European collaboration project called 3DCOFORM
(http://www.3d-coform.eu/), which involves several European institution
focused on the application of CG in the CH context:
• the Centre for Documentation of Cultural and Natural Heritage (http:
//www.cultnat.org/);
• the Victoria and Albert Museum, Photographic Department (http:
//www.vam.ac.uk/index.html);
• the University of Glasgow (http://www.gla.ac.uk/departments/hatii/).
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